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Mauri challenges business leaders that

not taking a risk is a risk when

uncertainty is high

NYC, NY, USA, April 22, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Thinkers50, the

global ranking authority of top

management thinkers, has described

Terence Mauri as “an influential and

outspoken thinker on the future of

leadership.” Mauri, a world-leading

expert speaker and author, advises

business leaders through disruptive

change that leads to long-term growth

and resilience.

Mauri shapes the discourse around

future readiness to navigate ever-changing contexts and seize the future boldly. His upcoming

book, “The Upside of Disruption: The Path to Leading and Thriving in the Unknown,” provides a

roadmap for unlocking new levels of value creation and innovation from accelerating disruptions

in supply chains, talent scarcity, and artificial intelligence (AI).

The future isn’t just about

tech or trends. It's about

mindsets and voices, too.”

Terence Mauri

“Today’s leadership demands courage to rethink

leadership for the co-intelligence age. The future isn’t just

about tech or trends but also mindsets and voices. Let’s

not waste one of the biggest reframing moments in our

lifetimes. When volatility is high, not taking a risk is a risk,”

declares Mauri.

Mauri envisions equipping leaders with the mindsets and tools to turn barriers into

breakthroughs. His research shows that 93% of leaders expect significant disruption in supply,

talent, and capital markets in 2024. However, only 27% of these leaders believe they possess the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.amazon.com/Upside-Disruption-Path-Leading-Thriving/dp/1394192606/ref=sr_1_1?dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.NxWXcZX5RrQoGbVlwwFR0M4mdx1qUIV2vpHrXXDBBQTS53frWCqI6bMxqZrZnwdF6LQoahMEN0j9N62jHnfdFU4NlscrYOebXbQnO3PJnFviPaA5BoCbJxIzB82pnryuTmZwWGXVkW2qBBKrhuxVuSAA3zRfeFGdFCOtXWW20fO7oe6XGqbX7bYe_JUjCIE7MpKAHdqDuDOARPaDkpxT5XRdfcR61yQ89xT78qV-ncs.Ocp8Ak5CiPF2aX5OAQzkIViCzXOq2QbDXjoBuei8zy0&amp;dib_tag=se&amp;keywords=terence+mauri&amp;qid=1713545743&amp;sr=8-1


right mindsets, cultures, and capabilities to effectively manage the potential benefits of such

disruptions.

Mauri’s work emphasizes the growing necessity to rapidly acquire new skills in what he calls “the

Co-Intelligence Era,” where AI will be a collaborative partner in the workplace. 

“The future of leadership isn’t just about return on investment. It’s about return on intelligence,

too. I call it human maximization: proactive, pro-learning, pro-change, and pro-growth. I aim to

offer breakthrough insights and strategies necessary for seizing the upside of disruption,” Mauri

commented during a recent global speaking tour.

Visit https://www.terencemauri.com for further information on Terence Mauri’s work in

transforming the future of leadership.

About Terence Mauri

Terence Mauri is a world-leading expert and speaker on the future of leadership, artificial

intelligence, and disruption. As the founder of the future-trends think tank Hack Future Lab and

a highly acclaimed author, Mauri is leading a movement for leaders to discuss turning disruption

into a tailwind for rethinking leadership for a post-AI world.
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